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Nanomotor mechanisms and motive force distributions from nanorotor trajectories
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Nanomotors convert chemical energy into mechanical motion. For a given motor type, the underlying chemical
reaction that enables motility is typically well known, but the detailed, quantitative mechanism by which this
reaction breaks symmetry and converts chemical energy to mechanical motion is often less clear, since it is difficult
experimentally to measure important parameters such as the spatial distribution of chemical species around the
nanorotor during operation. Without this information on how motor geometry affects motor function, it is difficult
to control and optimize nanomotor behavior. Here we demonstrate how one easily observable characteristic of
nanomotor operation—the visible trajectory of a nanorotor—can provide quantitative information about the role
of asymmetry in nanomotor operation, as well as insights into the spatial distribution of motive force along the
surface of the nanomotor, the motive torques, and the effective diffusional motion.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Chemically powered self-propelled nanomotors have
emerged in the past decade as a new field of nonequilibrium
colloid science [1–16], with diverse forms of autonomous
[17–28] and nonautonomous (i.e., externally driven) motion
[29–33], including cargo-carrying [34–36] and externally
controlled motors [37–39]. Although great progress has
been achieved in developing new nanomotor mechanisms
and functions, the direct measurement of the distribution of
motive force across motor surfaces has remained a challenge.
Linear nanomotors typically move in relatively unstructured
random walks governed by axial propulsion plus orientational
diffusion. Nanorotors engage in more structured cyclic motion.
For nanorotors, the combination of linear velocity, angular velocity, and the alignment of the motor axis to the trajectory—all
easily obtained from visible trajectories—suffice to pin down
both the motive force and torque, and also provide important
clues about the distribution of the force across the surface of
the motor, as we describe in this paper. This information, combined with an analysis of stochastic contributions to the motion
[40–45], can be useful for nanomotor design and optimization.
To date, most modeling efforts on nanomotors have focused
on clarifying the mechanisms of linear motion in axisymmetric
nanomotors [46–53]. Axisymmetric linear nanomotors are
characterized by a deterministic linear speed v and a stochastic
orientational diffusion coefficient Do (plus a trivial contribution from translational diffusion Dt which does not couple
directly to the powered motion). Therefore, a linear motor has
two characteristic times: the time scale for powered motion
to overcome translational diffusion, Dt /v 2 , and the time scale
over which the motor orientation is forgotten, τo = Do−1 . Since
linear nanomotors are axisymmetric, the motor’s symmetry
axis is always aligned with the instantaneous propulsive
velocity.
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In contrast to linear nanomotors, the emerging class of
colloidal rotary motors remains largely unexplored theoretically. For a nanorotor moving near a flat surface, the
combination of rotor plus surface must have a chirality to
support rotation. Beyond this simple geometrical fact, some
particular mechanisms have been proposed for the origin of the
resultant torques, using either electrokinetic or bubble-derived
forces which are presumed to be directed either through the
rotor’s geometrical center in various directions or off axis, as
depicted in Fig. 1 [17–20]. Rotary motors introduce a new
time scale τω = ω−1 set by the magnitude ω of the angular
velocity ω = ωω̂, where ω̂ is a unit vector perpendicular to
the substrate and pointing into or away from it according to
the chirality (clockwise or counterclockwise, respectively) of

FIG. 1. (Color online) Nanorotors must break axial symmetry in
some manner. Experimental implementations include (a) Au/Pt/Au
rods with Au cap layer applied to one side [17], (b) Ru/Au rods with
insulating Cr/SiO2 /Cr and conductive Au/Pt layers applied to one side
[18], (c) tadpole-like SiO2 /TiO2 /Pt structure [19], and (d) tadpole-like
SiO2 /Pt/TiO2 structure [20]. For each motor type, we also reproduce
(with red (gray) arrows) the distribution of motive force that was
proposed in the original paper.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) The deterministic motion of a nanorotor along a circular path with some fixed offset φ between the
nanorotor symmetry axis n̂ and the instantaneous velocity v. (b)
When the velocity along the axis of nanorotor is zero (vn = 0) the
nanorod axis is perpendicular to the circular trajectory (φ = π/2).

the nanorotor. In contrast to the perfect alignment of propulsion
and symmetry axis in an axisymmetric linear nanomotor, the
nanorotor’s orientation has a nontrivial relationship to the
instantaneous direction of its velocity. This relationship can
be exploited to extract information about the driving forces
along the surface of the rotor.
II. DETERMINISTIC DYNAMICS

Most nanorotors developed to date are based on a cylindrical geometry, with symmetry breaking added through a
compositional variation. Hence, they retain a well-defined
structural axis which is easily identified in optical microscopy.
The asymmetric force distribution acting on a nanorotor
generates not only a net torque but also net forces along and
perpendicular to this axis. The structural axis of a nanorotor
is not necessarily tangent to its trajectory. We define φ as the
angle between the structural symmetry axis of the nanorod n̂
and the translational velocity v, as shown in Fig. 2. We choose
the direction of the unit vector n̂ such that n̂ · v ! 0. Defining
p̂ = ω̂ × n̂ as the unit vector perpendicular to the structural
symmetry axis n̂ and the axis of rotation ω̂, the tuple (n̂,p̂,ω̂)
defines a right-handed coordinate system for the body frame
of the nanorotor. The angle φ can be written in terms of the
components of velocity v = vn n̂ + vp p̂ as simply
tan φ =

vp
.
vn

(1)

This angle is easily extracted from experimental trajectories.
For positive (negative) vp , the head of the nanorotor points outward (inward) relative to the circular trajectory. Accordingly,
φ and vp have the same sign.
Upon selecting a fiducial point O fixed in the motor’s body
frame (but not necessarily inside the motor), the instantaneous
state of motion decomposes into translational velocity v of
O and rotation of the motor about O with angular speed ω
which is independent of O. On symmetry grounds, the ideal
(i.e., purely deterministic) trajectory of a nanorotor must be
circular. The boundary integral fluid dynamics simulations of
tadpole-like nanotrotors near a surface by Gibbs et al. [20]
show such a circular path. The radius of the circular trajectory

!
vn2 + vp2
ω

≡

v
.
ω

(2)

Stochastic orientational dynamics will distort the deterministic
circular trajectory to the quasicircular path that we observe in
actual experimental nanorotors; we discuss the interplay of
deterministic and stochastic motion later.
Using the observed velocity and angular speed of the
rotor to gain insight into the motor mechanism requires a
clear understanding of how the motive force and torque are
expressed in the motion. The net force (torque) on the rotor,
being the sum of motive forces (torques) and drag forces
(torques), is at all times very nearly zero. One particular way of
splitting up the forces (torques) commends itself, as we now
explain by exploiting two thought experiments for a given
nanorotor geometry. Suppose, as thought experiment 1, that
an operating nanorotor is held immobile by external force −F
and ω̂ component of torque −Lω̂ about O, the combination
being denoted as [−F, − Lω̂ (O)]. Notionally, with a finely
controlled magnetic field, this could be done by means of a
permanent magnet embedded in the rotor. The motive force and
torque about O are then by definition F and Lω̂ , precisely the
force and torque the external agent counters. These may very
well include viscous drag forces which a designer would regard
as undesirable side effects and not part of the mechanism.
In thought experiment 2, the external force and torque
combination [F,Lω̂ (O)] is applied to a nonfunctioning rotor
(i.e., no fuel around the rotor). Since fluid dynamics around the
nanorotor is in the low-Reynolds-number Stokes-flow regime,
the steady state motion (v,ω) is linearly related to the applied
[F,Lω̂ (O)] [54,55]:
"

F
Lω̂

#

=

"

A
BT

B
dω̂

#" #
v
.
ω

(3)

The symmetric tensor A and vector B are constant in the body
frame, and along with the scalar dω̂ depend only on the shape
of the motor and the location of O.
In a linear regime it is legitimate to superpose thought
experiments 1 and 2, that is, add together the fluid velocity
fields, external forces (which cancel), ion currents, body
forces, etc., to obtain the actual conditions of motor operation.
The motive [F,Lω̂ (O)] can therefore be deduced from the
motion given the Stokes resistance characteristics (A,B,dω̂ ),
even though the flow pattern driven directly by the motor
mechanism may be very different from that around a body
simply dragged through the fluid (thought experiment 2). Low
Reynolds number is the rule for nanomotors, so the practical
requirement for linearity to be valid (allowing the thought
experiment superposition) is that the fluid flow does not
appreciably perturb the transport processes directly involved
in the motor mechanism. For instance, for an electrokinetic
motor moving with speed v ∼ 10 µm/s, the relevant transport
is that of ions with diffusivity D ∼ 103 µm2 /s over distances
comparable to the motor size ℓ ∼ 1 µm. With a Péclet number
P e = vℓ/D ∼ 10−2 , diffusion easily dominates advection and
the assumption of linearity is good.
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We now make use of the analysis above, plus symmetry
principles, to convert Eqs. (3) to a form that can be directly
applied to experimentally observable trajectories. If the motor
has a mirror symmetry plane containing the vertical line
through O, then B has zero component perpendicular to the
plane. This follows from considering the situation reflected
through that plane: ω and the component of F perpendicular
to the plane are reversed, but B must be the same because
the shape of the motor is unchanged. If there are two distinct
vertical mirror planes through O, then B = 0. This situation
holds for flattened cylinders or rectangular prisms if O is
the center. However, symmetry is not a necessary condition
for B to vanish since it depends on O. There is always a
choice of O which will give B = 0 and decouple the F ↔ v
problem from the Lω̂ ↔ ω problem. (Note: decoupling is not
necessarily possible in three dimensions.) If the motor is almost
symmetric, the correct choice will be a point about which the
motor is nearly symmetric. Therefore, the relation set (3) can
be simplified to
Fp
Fn
v = A−1 · F =
n̂ +
p̂,
an
ap
ω=

Lω̂
,
dω̂

and the radius of the circular trajectory (2) becomes
!
(Fn /an )2 + (Fp /ap )2
R=
,
Lω̂ /dω̂

(4a)
(4b)

(5)

where Fn and Fp are the components of the net force in the
directions n̂ and p̂, respectively, and the parameters an , ap ,
and dω̂ are numerical coefficients whose values depend on the
geometry of the nanorotor and its surroundings.
These equations relate the force and torque produced by the
motor to the resulting angular and linear velocity, in terms of
well-defined geometrical coefficients. For example, a sphere
of radius a (with O at its center) in an unbounded fluid
of viscosity η has an = ap = 6π ηa and dω̂ = 8π ηa 3 . (“Unbounded” means a motor embedded in an infinite fluid, with no
nearby solid surfaces.) A prolate spheroid of semimajor axis a
and semiminor axis b [defined by a −2 x 2 + b−2 (y 2 + z2 ) = 1
where a ! b] provides a better approximation to the shape
of
$ actual nanorotors: By changing the eccentricity e =
1 − (b/a)2 , it can be smoothly transitioned from a sphere
to a long thin rod. In an unbounded Stokes flow, the prolate
spheroid has shape parameters [55]
%
#&
"
8
1 + e −1
an = (6π ηa) e3 −2e + (e2 + 1) ln
,
3
1−e
%
#&
"
16
1 + e −1
,
(6)
ap = (6π ηa) e3 2e + (3e2 − 1) ln
3
1−e
dω̂ = (8π ηa 3 ) '

−2e

4 3
e (2 − e2 )
3
( )* .
+ (e2 + 1) ln 1+e
1−e

For a rigid body moving near a planar surface (as in most actual
nanorotor observations), the resistance coefficients will deviate

from the values for an unbounded domain [56]. However,
the resistance coefficients in an unbounded domain seem to
be reasonable approximations for analyzing the dynamics of
nanorotors [19,21].
Video of rod-shaped nanorotors provides v, ω, φ, and motor
dimensions. By approximating a nanorod by a spheroid, the
eccentricity e can be assigned based on the length and width
of the particle. Using Eq. (6) for unbounded flow as a first
approximation and taking advantage of the linearity of Eq. (4b)
in ω, we can calculate the net torque Lω̂ = dω̂ ω on the particle.
Using the velocity v, the angle φ, and the eccentricity, the force
can also be calculated as
!
!
(7)
F = Fn2 + Fp2 = v an2 cos2 φ + ap2 sin2 φ.
From a design perspective, we would like to engineer the
appropriate force and torque on a particle to obtain desired
translational and angular velocities (and orientation). Recasting Eq. (1) with the geometrical coefficients yields
Fp
ap
=
tan φ,
Fn
an

(8)

which shows that for a given geometry, φ measures the relative
strength of the motive forces perpendicular to and along the
nanorod’s symmetry axis. Figure 3 shows this relation for
different values√of φ as a function of the aspect ratio of the
rotor, a/b = 1/ 1 − e2 . For a given angle φ, the ratio of the
perpendicular force to the parallel force increases for more
slender nanorotors, especially for those with large φ. Figure 4
shows that increasing the aspect ratio at fixed a (i.e., making
the rotor thinner) means less force is required to achieve a
desired velocity. For a given shape, the minimum required
force for a given velocity occurs when the nanomotor axis is
tangent to its trajectory (φ = 0). Since the driving forces Fn
and Fp presumably both derive from a fixed total capacity
for chemical propulsion, nanorotor performance would thus
seem to be maximized when Fp = 0. However, a complete
design analysis must also take into account the need for the
overall force distribution across the surface of the nanoparticle
to produce the desired torque.
4
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FIG. 3. (Color online) The ratio of the forces perpendicular and
parallel to the nanorotor’s symmetry axis is largest when the motor
is long and slender (i.e., has a large aspect ratio) and is strongly tilted
with respect to the motor’s direction of motion (i.e., has large φ).
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FIG. 4. (Color online) For a given nanorotor shape and magnitude of driving force (at fixed semimajor axis a), the better aligned
rotor (i.e., smaller angle φ) achieves a larger velocity (the vertical
axis plots a dimensionless ratio of driving force to linear velocity).
The highest velocity occurs at φ = 0, when the symmetry axis of the
spheroidal nanorotor is tangent to the trajectory.
B. Case studies

Having established the basic principles, next we apply them
to two practical examples and show how a quantitative analysis
of the trajectories can rule out certain propulsive mechanisms
and reveal the presence of unanticipated components to the
motive force. The cylindrical nanorotor depicted in Fig. 1(a)
was posited [17] to operate by a bubble propulsion mechanism
exerting forces perpendicular to the axis of the nanorod at the
site of the Pt patch, with no force along the axis of the rod
(i.e., Fn = 0, Fp ̸= 0). For such a force distribution, the angle
in Eq. (8) is φ = 90◦ ≡ π/2, so the axis of the nanorod should
point perpendicular to its trajectory, as illustrated in Fig. 2(b).
An analysis of the quasicircular path of this nanorotor is
demonstrated in Fig. 5. The orientation is actually φ ≈ −43◦ .
Thus, the actual force distribution of this nanorotor includes a
substantial axial component. For a quantitative analysis, we use
the reported dimensions of the rod (length 2a = 5.0 µm and
diameter 2b = 360 nm) and the angular velocity (ω = 2.34
rad/s) extracted from the video in the supporting information
of Ref. [17]. Approximating the rods as prolate spheroids and
using Eqs. (6) yields an /(6π ηa) = 0.23, ap /(6π ηa) = 0.35,
and dω̂ /(8π ηa 3 ) = 0.12. The torque about the center of the rod

FIG. 5. (Color online) One counterclockwise rotation of the slow
nanorotor [17], including the path of the center of mass (green [gray]
curve), and a fitted ideal circular trajectory, which omits fluctuations
(blue [gray] curve). The rod points slightly inward toward the center
of the orbit. The frames are not equally spaced in time. The frames
are adapted with permission from the supporting video of Ref. [17].
Copyright (2007) American Chemical Society.

is then L = dω̂ ω = 1.09 × 10−12 dyn cm. (Later, we calculate
the contribution of angular speed to the torque more precisely
from the analysis of rotor trajectory.) From the video analysis,
we estimate that the radius of the instantaneous circle is
R ≈ 2.2 µm, so that v = (3.8 n̂ − 3.6 p̂) µm/s (for a rotor,
this is likely the best way to find the velocity). Finally, we
obtain the motive force F = (1.6 n̂ − 1.5 p̂) × 10−8 dyn.
As another example, we analyze the motion of in-placerotating ultrafast nanorotors [18] which are formed by breaking
the symmetry of a cylindrical bimetallic Pt/Au nanorod
through deposition of a Pt/Au cap on top of an insulating
Cr/SiO2 /Cr cap deposited on the side of the Ru/Au cylinder,
as depicted in Fig. 1(b). It was conjectured that the Pt/Au
cap would pull the nanomotor toward the center of the circular
orbit, encouraging it to rotate in place. However, Eq. (5) for the
radius of the trajectory’s curvature indicates that the addition
of a lateral force increases the net force and thus increases the
radius of the orbit. This leaves open the actual mechanism that
facilitates the fast in-place rotation of these particles, including
the possibility that the Pt/Au and Au/Ru substructures interact
electrically to form a more complex electrochemical geometry.
C. Design principles

In addition to these insights into specific kinds of motors
already made, it is also possible to deduce design principles
for new motors. One useful design principle is maximal utilization of a limited propulsive capacity. Imagine a propulsive
mechanism (such as bubble propulsion) which generates a
force normal to the surface of the motor. This is a linear
constraint on the surface stress. More generally, we can require
the surface stress to lie in any linear constraint set C and find
the distribution of force across the motor surface that, for given
mean-square
traction integrated across the motor surface,
+
∥ f ∥2 = | f (r)|2 dS, generates the maximum net force F · ĥ
in a specified direction ĥ. Thinking in terms of a Hilbert space
of vector fields on the surface, we see that the mentioned
net
+
force is given by the surface integral ĥ · F = ĥ · f (r) dS,
which is the inner product of the vector field f and the
constant field equal to ĥ at all points on the surface. The
maximizing force field is found by orthogonal projection of
this field into the constraint space C. The net torque along
ω̂ for given ∥ f ∥ can
+ be maximized in a similar way, upon
noting that ω̂ · L = (ω̂ × r) · f (r) dS is again given by inner
product with a vector field ω̂ × r which should be projected
into C. In general, maximizing one component of the net force
is incompatible with maximizing the torque, or with making
the orthogonal components of the force zero, but in situations
of high symmetry, all can be simultaneously realized. One
such case is a prolate spheroid with the previously mentioned
constraint that the traction everywhere be normal to the surface.
With f (r) = f (r)n̂, the result in spheroidal coordinates is
f (α,β) =

F
(3 cos β cos φ + 4 sin β sin α sin φ)
4π ab
L
cos β sin β sin α.
(9)
+
4π ab(a − b)

The angles α and β are respectively the azimuthal and polar
angles on the spheroid (i.e., the analogs of longitude and
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III. STOCHASTIC CONTRIBUTIONS

FIG. 6. (Color online) A pair of off-axis opposing forces produces minimal net force and maximal net torque. In this Janus-sphereplus-arm implementation, as the angle γ of the arm to the sphere’s
equator becomes smaller, the net force is reduced and the resulting
orbit becomes tighter.

lattitude); a and b are the semimajor and semiminor axes of the
spheroid. This distribution of force provides the most efficient
way to allocate a limited propulsive capacity across the surface
of the motor to obtain a desired net force F and net torque L.
The linearity of Stokes flow also can be exploited to design
geometries other than cylindrical or spheroidal. Fast in-place
rotors require a minimal net force and a maximal net torque;
i.e., a center of mass as close as possible to the center of
rotation O. The tadpole-like structure shown in Fig. 6 provides
one suitable geometry which is compatible with the fabrication
methods of references [19] and [57]. The bead is a spherical
SiO2 Janus particle, half-coated with Pt. The top of the TiO2
arm is also covered by Pt. When the rotor is placed in a
hydrogen peroxide solution, the forces on the arm and the
lower hemisphere largely cancel, yielding a small net force
( 2
)1
2
Fnet = Farm
+ Fbead
− 2Farm Fbead cos γ 2

(10)

but potentially a large net torque and thus nearly in-place
rotation. The length of the arm and angle γ of the arm to
the sphere equator can be adjusted to optimize performance,
following Eq. (3).

We have focused so far on the deterministic part of nanorotor dynamics, with perfectly circular orbits. Orientational diffusion complicates this picture. Since the orientational persistence time is τo = Do−1 , paths remain close to circular so long
as τω ≡ ω−1 ≪ τo , while for τω ≫ τo the trajectory is nearly
indistinguishable from a random walk or a linear nanomotor.
In addition to linear velocity and angular speed, we can extract
rich information such as orientational diffusion, long-time
effective diffusion, the value of dω̂ and the contribution of ω
to the torque in Eq. (3) from relatively short-run videos of
nanorotors. We have analyzed trajectories of the slow spinner
in Fig. 1(a) (Ref. [17]), the fast rotor in Fig. 1(b) (Ref. [18]),
and four tadpole-like rotors with the geometry shown in
Fig. 1(d) (Ref. [20]). For all these nanorotors, the fluctuations
of the deviation of the rotation angle from the deterministic
rotation δθ (t; ,t) = θ (t + ,t) − θ (t) − ω ,t for a given
time interval ,t is distributed as a nearly zero-mean Gaussian,
providing good evidence that these orientational fluctuations
are diffusive in nature. Similar behavior has been observed
in autonomous runners and tumblers formed from paired
Janus particles [42]. We extracted the values of orientational
diffusion coefficient Do from these fluctuations
by assuming
√
a standard deviation of the form σ (,t) = 2Do ,t. For each
nanorotor, we calculated σ (,t) for a range of values of ,t
and fit to the linear relation [σ (,t)]2 = 2Do ,t to extract Do ,
as described in Appendix A. The results are shown in Table I
(along with results for the contribution of angular speed
to torque, obtained as explained below). In all of these
cases τo ≫ τω , so the nanorotor follows a close-to-circular
trajectory and the deterministic analysis of the motive force
and torque given earlier remains a good approximation.
If fluctuations of motor function contribute significantly to
diffusion, then the diffusion can tell us something about the
motor operation. Such fluctuations should make a contribution
to the effective orientational diffusion of about ω2 divided
by the rate of the “events” that drive the motor. Taking
an estimated electrochemical event rate of 106 s−1 for a
few-micron-long bimetallic rod moving at a few microns
per second as typical, rotational speeds of a few radians
per second correspond to a contribution to the total Do of
the order of 10−5 rad2 /s, which is negligible compared to
the thermal contribution. Thus stochastic fluctuations in an
electrochemical propulsive mechanism itself are unlikely to

TABLE I. Nanorotor characteristics calculated on the basis of analysis of published video data, as described in the text. Following Eq. (3),
dω̂ ω gives the contribution of angular speed to torque. The effective diffusion coefficients Deff are calculated using Eq. (12).
Rotor
Slow [17]
Fast [18]
tp1 [20]c
tp2 [20]
tp3 [20]
tp4 [20]

ω
(rad/s)

v
(µm/s)

Do
(rad2 /s)

dω̂ a
(dyn cm s×1013 )

dω̂ ω
(dyn cm×1012 )

Deff
(µm2 /s)

2.3
29.3
5.6
3.8
4.7
5.3

5.2
∼30b
19.75
20.09
14.67
14.57

0.103
0.449
0.056
0.063
0.046
0.047

3.93
0.90
7.23
6.42
8.80
8.61

0.90
2.64
4.05
2.44
4.14
4.56

0.263
0.235
0.348
0.880
0.224
0.178

a

Calculated based on Eq. (11).
Approximated from data in Ref. [58].
c
tp# stands for tadpole-like nanorotor. Figure (7) shows the numerical identifiers.
b
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contribute significantly to the observed diffusion of a micronscale motor, due to the rapid pace of such reaction events.
More importantly, thermal diffusion gives us direct access
to the Stokes mobility characteristics, automatically including
the effect of nearby solid boundaries and not needing any information about the geometry. The connection is a generalization
of the familiar Einstein relation and states that the resistance
matrix [Eq. (3)] referenced to the center of mass as O is exactly
equal to kB T times the inverse of the diffusion matrix, where
kB is Boltzmann constant and T is temperature. The general
case is discussed in Appendix B. For a cylinder or spheroid,
we see that the shape parameter dω̂ is
k T
(11)
dω̂ = B .
Do
Since the Lω̂ ↔ ω and F ↔ v problems are decoupled when
O is the center of mass, this is just the ordinary Einstein
relation. For other shapes, such as tadpoles, we can take this
as a practical approximation. Applying this technique to our
estimate of Doslow = 0.103 rad2 /s and ω = 2.34 rad/s for the
rotor of Ref. [17] yields a torque of 9.0 × 10−13 dyn cm.
The very close agreement with our earlier estimate (10.9 ×
10−13 dyn cm) obtained from the geometry approximation is
probably fortuitous, but it clearly demonstrates the feasibility
of this sort of analysis. Table I provides a similar analysis for
the other motor types. The contribution of angular speed to
torque is of order 10−12 dyn cm, and the characteristic time of
deterministic rotation τω is much smaller than the orientational
persistence time τo , i.e., τω /τo = Do /ω ∼ 10−2 .
Finally, the interplay between the deterministic rotation and
stochastic orientational diffusion leads to long-time effective
diffusion of the nanorotor with diffusivity [40–44]
Deff =

v 2 Do
.
2 Do2 + ω2

(12)

The observed translational diffusion is the sum of passive
diffusion and this effective diffusion. Although one might
think that this long-time phenomenon requires lengthy video
trajectories to characterize, Eq. (12) shows that it can be
derived from knowledge of v, ω, and Do , all short-time
phenomena. Thus we can also provide Deff in Table I. The
effective diffusion coefficients are comparable to passive
Brownian translational diffusion coefficients (∼10−1 µm2/s)
of the particles, and the order of magnitude of dimensionless
effective diffusivities are Deff ω/v 2 ∼ 10−3 –10−2 .

motive forces, and the influence of stochastic fluctuations on
both short-time and long-time behavior.
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APPENDIX A: ANALYZING NANOROTOR VIDEOS

The trajectory of a rotary nanomotor contains rich information about the quantitative aspects of nanorotor dynamics
and provides us with quantities such as linear speed v, angular
speed ω, orientational diffusivity Do , and shape coefficient
dω̂ . We can then calculate other physical quantities, such as
the contribution of angular speed to torque and the long-time
effective diffusion coefficient from relatively short videos.
Here, we explain how to calculate these related quantities from
the videos in the supporting information provided for the slow
[17], fast [18], and tadpole-shaped [20] nanorotors.
We analyze the nanorotor trajectory by evaluating the state
of the nanorotor (i.e., its position and orientation) in each frame
of the video. For a given frame, we transform the relatively
high-resolution image into a black and white image with the
nanorotor being the only black domain in the image (see
Fig. 7). Subsequently, we determine the center of mass of
the black pixels for each nanorotor to establish the position of
the nanorotor. We also calculate the inertia matrix of the black
pixels to find the principal axes, based on which we define
the orientation angle θ as that between the horizontal axis and
the principal axis with the smaller eigenvalue. The increment
(decrement) of the orientation angle θ for counterclockwise
(clockwise) rotation is cumulative as we go from one frame to
the next, so that the angles are not limited to [0,2π ) in a periodic fashion, but increase (decrease) cumulatively. Fitting the
orientation angle θ as a function of time t to the linear relation
(A1)

,θ (t) = θ (t) − ωt

(A2)

yields the angular speed ω. The calculated value of ω is
indeed an average quantity. The angular fluctuation
is attributed to stochastic kicks and the resulting orientational
diffusion. Figure 8(a) shows the angular fluctuations for the

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In summary, nanorotors have a richer dynamics than
linear nanomotors, and thus their trajectories provide more
information about the microscopic processes that drive their
motion. We have shown how these trajectories can be analyzed
to draw inferences about the distribution of force and torque
about the motor surfaces, and how motor geometry can be
engineered to optimize desired behavior, including the orbital
radius, the orientation of the motor axis to the trajectory, and
the relative role of orientational fluctuations. By analyzing
several types of motors in detail, we show how the rotor
trajectories provide valuable information about the magnitudes
of motives forces and torques, the spatial distributions of

θ (t) = ωt + θ0

1
2

4

3

FIG. 7. (Left) Four tadpole-like rotors [20] are picked for analysis. (Right) The frame is converted to black and white for image
analysis, where the rotors are black. The frames are adapted with
permission from the supporting video of Ref. [20]. Copyright (2011)
American Chemical Society.
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FIG. 8. (Color online) Analysis of tadpole-like nanorotor 2 shown in Fig. (7). (a) Angular fluctuations as a function of time. (b) The
distribution of angular fluctuation during a time interval ,t follows a Gaussian distribution at different time intervals ,t. For ,t = 0.044 s the
data (•) fit a Gaussian (solid line) with the standard deviation σ = 0.056 rad. For larger ,t = 0.131 s, the Gaussian fit (dashed line) to the data
(!) is wider with σ = 0.120 rad. (c) One half of the slope of the variance σ 2 as a function of ,t gives the orientational diffusion coefficient
Do = 0.063 rad2 /s.

portion of video provided in the supporting information of
Ref. [20] for the tadpole-like nanorotor 2 identified in Fig. 7.
It is clear from the figure that the angular deviation can be
significant, showing the effect of the stochastic component on
the direction of the nanomotor velocity.
In order to determine the orientational diffusion coefficients
from the videos, we calculated the change in the angular
fluctuation during the time interval ,t,
δθ (t; ,t) = ,θ (t + ,t) − ,θ (t),

(A3)

and found the distribution of δθ (t; ,t). It is clear from Fig. 8(b)
that the distributions follow a zero-mean normal distribution
#
"
1
(δθ )2
.
(A4)
N (δθ ; ⟨δθ ⟩ = 0,σ ) = √
exp −
2σ 2
2π σ 2
The same behavior is observed for other tadpole-shaped
rotors and slow [17] and fast [18] nanorotors. The width
of the distribution σ is related to the orientational diffusion
coefficient Do through
2

σ = 2Do ,t.

(A5)

Fitting the data to this expression gives the orientational
diffusion coefficient Do [see Fig. 8(c)], from which we can
obtain the shape coefficient dω̂ using Eq. (11). The results for
the slow [17], the fast [18], and four tadpole-like nanorotors
[20] are shown in Table I.
APPENDIX B: FLUCTUATION-DISSIPATION RELATION
AND THE MOBILITY MATRIX

The famous Einstein relation D = kB T µ relates the diffusion coefficient D and the mobility µ of a particle, apparently
in the case when both of these are scalar quantities, as for
a sphere. Here we examine how the relation applies in the
more complicated situation of an asymmetric particle with
nonisotropic diffusion coupled to orientational diffusion. We
start with equations of motion in the form
dP
= −.P + F.
(B1)
dt
Here, P denotes several momentum-type variables. We have
in mind the collection of linear and angular momenta of a
rigid particle, though this problem may be of interest in other

contexts. . is a damping matrix and F represents external
forces and torques (including thermal ones). We will not need
to explicitly discuss these, since F serves only to help us
identify the mobility. By means of a mass matrix M we convert
Eq. (B1) to a system of equations for velocity-type variables
V (such as linear and angular velocities) of the form
P = MV

(B2)

dV
= −.̃V + M−1 F
dt

(B3)

.̃ = M−1 .M.

(B4)

µ = .̃ −1 M−1 = M−1 . −1 .

(B5)

to obtain

with
Thus the mobility is

Meanwhile, the energy is a quadratic form in the momenta or
velocities:
E = PT

Q
Q̃
P = V T V,
2
2

(B6)

with
Q̃ = MT QM,

(B7)

⟨V ⊗ V⟩ = (kB T ) Q̃−1 .

(B8)

⟨V(t) ⊗ V(0)⟩ = (kB T ) e−.̃t Q̃−1 .

(B9)

which gives us an equilibrium expectation of
where ⊗ is the dyadic product. Combining this with Eq. (B4)
with no systematic forcing leads to the autocorrelation

The final ingredient is a Green-Kubo expression for the
diffusion matrix:
, ∞
D=
⟨V(t) ⊗ V(0)⟩ dt = (kB T ) .̃ −1 Q̃−1 .
(B10)
0

Therefore the mobility in Eq. (B5) can be determined from the
diffusion matrix according to
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1
DMT Q.
kB T

(B11)
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If the random translational and orientational motions are
independent, µ is block diagonal and inversion yields

Eq. (11); to the extent that rotational-translational coupling is small, that relation remains approximately valid.
It is remarkable that we can obtain the angular velocity
response to a torque just by observing the orientational
diffusion, even if the orientational and translational diffusion
are coupled, as is generally the case for an asymmetrical
particle.
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